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Looking for a reliable and easy solution to connect your VGA devices? Our VGA Female to VGA Female Adapter is 
the perfect choice! With a simple and straightforward design, this adapter allows you to connect or couple two VGA 
devices together with ease. Whether you're connecting a computer to a monitor, a projector to a laptop or simply 
coupling two VGA Cables together for added length, this adapter will get the job done. 

This VGA adapter is made with high-quality materials to ensure a stable connection and crystal-clear video 
transmission. It's compatible with all VGA devices, making it a versatile and convenient choice for all your connectivity 
needs. 
Overall, our 4XEM VGA Female to VGA Female Adapter is a reliable, easy-to-use, and versatile solution for all your 
VGA connectivity needs. Whether you're a professional or a home user, this adapter is sure to meet your needs. 

4XEM gear is respected industry wide for its high performance, premium quality and durability.

4XEM Products Are Available At Your Favorite Online Retailers
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Features:

 There are several benefits to using a VGA Female to VGA Female Adapter: 
 Connectivity: This adapter allows you to easily connect two VGA devices 

together, such as a computer and a monitor or a projector and a laptop. It's 
a simple and straightforward solution for connecting VGA devices. 

 Quality: The VGA Female to VGA Female Adapter is made with high-
quality materials to ensure a stable connection and clear video 
transmission. 

 Versatility: This adapter is compatible with most VGA devices, making it a 
versatile choice for all your connectivity needs. 

 Convenience: The VGA Female to VGA Female Adapter is a compact and 
portable solution, making it easy to take with you wherever you go. 

 Compatibility: This adapter is compatible with a wide range of devices, 
including computers, monitors, TVs, projectors, and more. 

Applications:

• Adapter/
extender for
VGA
devices

• At Home
• At the Office
• For PC
• Adapter
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* Product appearance and specifications are subject to change without notice.
* All weights and measurements are approximate
* Same day shipping is only available for orders shipping within the United States.

Warranty Information

Connector(s)

Physical Characteristics

Packaging Information

What's in the Box

Warranty

Connector(Female) 
Connector(Female)

Color
Product Height
Product Width
Product Length
Weight of Product

Shipping (Package) Weight 
Package Height
Package Width
Package Length

1 - Included in Package

Lifetime

VGA
VGA

Silver
0.52 in [13.1 mm] 
0.65 in [16.5 mm] 
1 in 
0.28 oz [8 g]

0.28 oz [8 g]    
3.86 in [98 mm] 
2.05 in [52 mm] 
5.2 in [13.25 mm]

VGA F/F Adapter
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